DRUG TESTING SOLUTIONS
PRODUCT GUIDE
urine tests

SCREEN

EMIT

GCMS

INDICATIVE ONLY
eg NZDDA & other
onsite workplace
testers

Evidential
eg MedLabs, Medical
centres, your GP etc

Evidential
eg ESR, NZDDA
follow up testing

Recommended:

GUARANTEED:

GUARANTEED:

 Quick Fix

 Quick Fix
 OSC
 Absolute Detox
 Aqua Clean

 Quick Fix
 Urine Luck
 Instant Additive

Hair

Saliva

Blood

NOT Evidential
voluntary
Note: 3mm hair is
approx 1week

NOT Evidential
voluntary
positive for 4-6 hours
after use (approx.)

Evidential
voluntary/criminal
positive for 4-24
hours (approx.)

GUARANTEED:

GUARANTEED:

GUARANTEED:

 HFS Shampoo

 Aqua Clean

 no product

!
Other tests
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Any failed screen
Must be confirmed
using emit or gcms

1) Each test has its own solution
How do I know which type of test I am getting? The easiest
way is to find out which company is performing the test:
• ESR (Govt lab in Wgtn or Akld) uses GCMS
• NZDDA uses a Screen followed by GCMS
• MedLab, doctors, medical clinics use Screens and EMIT

2) Important info about screens
Screens are simple indicative dipsticks, cards or colourchanging collection jars, with the result known within minutes.

!

If you fail a Screen insist it is sent to the lab for proper
analysis. Don’t let them throw the sample away!

Screens do not meet the NZ Standard as they are inaccurate
and may return false positives or negatives in 5-10% of cases.
Their unreliability means it is not possible to guarantee any
product will always beat them. Any failure must be confirmed
with a proper lab test (EMIT or GCMS). If you have used the
right product we guarantee you will pass the lab test.

3) Frequently asked Questions
• How long do the products take to work? Urine Luck®/Instant
Additive® are ready to go. Quick Fix takes 30min to heat up (or
10 sec in microwave). You need at least three days off for OSC®
to be effective. It takes 1 hour to work then lasts for 5 hours.
• Test yourself with our FirstStep® screens. These give you a
good idea, however passing a screen doesn’t guarantee you will
also pass your actual test, as they are somewhat unreliable.

• Can’t decide? We recommend Quick Fix®, it beats all the
urine tests, is the most popular, and has a 100% lab pass rate.
• Long time heavy users should use Quick Fix® or Urine Luck®
• Other medications: Some medications can interfere with
the test and cause a false positive (eg cough medicine =
amphetamine) meaning you may have to do the test again.
Check first with your GP or test provider. Avoid alcohol,
strenuous exercise, caffeine, fatty foods and acidic foods in the
24 hours before your test as these can all influence the result.
• Employment and Privacy issues: Check your employment
contract. No-one has the right to watch you pee. Employers
cannot demean their employees. If privacy is an issue, OSC® is
taken an hour before and you give a urine sample as normal.
• Why does The Hempstore sell these products? We don’t
advocate the use of drugs on the job, however urine testing
does not test for this, nor does it measure impairment or
intoxication. It finds metabolites which can stay in the body for
weeks – long after the effects of any drug. Random drug testing
contravenes the Bill of Rights and the Privacy Act, and violates
the natural justice of presumption of innocence.

4) OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee our products will protect your privacy for tests
that meet the NZ Standard (EMIT or GCMS). Our full money
back guarantee covers any lab test failure as long as you have
used the right product & followed the instructions. Any failed
Screen must be confirmed by proper lab analysis.
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